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The combination of surface
Abstracta c o u s t i c waves ( S A W S ) and the superior elect r i c a l and optical properties of band-gap eng i n e e r e d semiconductor layer systems yields a
c o m p l e t e l y n e w and p r o m i s i n g approach tow a r d another generation of a c o u s t o e l e c t r i c and
optoelectronic d e v i c e s . The p r o p a g a t i n g potential modulations a c c o m p a n y i n g a SAW on
a p i e z o e l e c t r i c s e m i c o n d u c t o r heterostructure
can be e x p l o i t e d to a l t e r the optical propert i e s of an optoelectronic structure in m a n y
w a y s and o v e r a w i d er a n g e .
We demonstrate the S A W - i n d u c e d separation, storage
and transport of photogenerated e l e c t r o n - h o l e
p a i r s . Various schemes to release the carriers in f o r m o f a time delayed light s i g n a l are
demonstrated and discussed. We present some
b a s i c structures and a p p l i c a t i o n s .
I.SAW

AND

OPTOELECTRONICS

Electro-opticinteractionsbasedonexcitonicprocesses are attracting more and more attentionas they

couldprovidenewpowerfulmechanismsforgenerating, modulating and detecting optical signals and
might play a keyrole in futures optoelectronic data
networks.Todaysband-gapengineeringpossibilities
have reached a degree of refinement where almost any
desirable set of optoelectronic properties can be tailored in a semiconductor heterostructure right from
thedrawingboard.Thestudy
of thefundamental
temporal and spatial carrier dynamics however is still
a field of great interest. Especially promising seems to
be the electric field driven modulation of a quantum
wells optical properties. An increased understanding
of t h e dynamicprocesseson
a nanosecondandpicosecond timescale is important for the improvement
of lasers, modulators, detectors, all-optical switches
etc.Stronginterbandopticaltransitionsareseemingly linked to direct band-gap materials like GaAs.
For some applications, however, it may be desirable to
borrow characteristics of indirect semiconductors like
the prolonged radiative decay time
of electrons and

holes.Formerapproachestriedtocombineadirect
band-gap in momentum space with an indirect gap in
real space via band-gap engineering along the growth
direction[l][2]. On a piezoelectric substrate a SAW is
accompanied by strong vertical and lateral piezoelectric fields, creating a moving type-l1 potential superlattice within the quantum well plane, comparable to
a lateral nipi-structure, in
a verydirect and elegant
way. We summarize here some experiments on the reversible storage of light in form of spatially separated
photogenerated electron-hole pairs in the dynamic potentialsuperlattice of aSAWandpointoutpossibleapplications.
A crucialrolein
our experiments
is played by the translation of photons into electronhole pairs via interband-absorption at the optical input and the retranslation of electrons and holes into
photons via radiative decay (photoluminescence, PL)
at the optical output port. Energy relaxation
of hot
photogenerated carriers down to the band edges takes
placeon a ps timescale.CausedbytheirCoulomb
interactionelectronsandholestendtoformbound
hydrogen-likesystems,calledexcitons.
As thetypical excitonic binding energy in our quantum wells is
aboutlOmeV,theyareeaselyionizedinthestrong
piezoelectric fields of a SAW. Similar experiments on
the storage of light in form of separated electron-hole
pairs were done for the potential landscapes induced
by static interdigital transducer structures[3]

11. TYPICAL
D E V I C E SETUP
We arepresentingexperimentsontwodifferent
undoped InGaAs quantum well structures grown by
MBE on semi-insulating (001)-GaAs substrate. Sample A is a single,lOnmwideIno.lsGao.ssAsquanturn well, close to the surface (20nm GaAs caplayer).
Sample B consists of five 13nmwide1nO.zGao.sAs
wells, separated by 54nm thick GaAs barriers and additional 8nm GaAs as caplayer. Interdigital transducers ( I D T ) are fabricated by electron-beam lithography, so t h a t frequencies of up to 6GHz can be
achieved.Thesetransducerstructuresandtherefore
the SAW beam are aligned along the (110) direction.
T h e cross-geometryshownintheinsetinFig.
1 al-
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Fig. 1. Photoluminescencespectra on sample B at 5K for
differentacousticpowers.Electron-hole
pairs are generated at the cross-centerby a 780nm laser with an intensity
of about 10rnW/cmz. The insets schematically depict the
sample design and the SAW field induced separation ofthe
optically generated carriers.
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Fig. 2. Ambipalar transport of trapped charges on sample A at
5K [6]. At t = 0 a SAW pulse is launched from IDT1. Optically generated electron-hole-pain at sitez, are separated
and captured by the SAWs moving piezoelectric potentials.
SAWs fields are deliberatelyscreened by a
lows a variety of different experiments and the demonAtsitethe
semitransparent metallization, the transported carriers are
stration of the dominant acousto-electro-optical interreleased and recombine in a flash of light. The experiments
actionsall in one [4]. Typicaltransducerfrequentiming is indicated in the lower part.

cies for our optical experiments are between lOOMHz
and 3GHz correspondingtowavelengths
Xsaw between 30pm and lpm. Theinsertion loss of the
non-impedance-matchedsamples istypicallyabout
-8dB/transducerat
1GHz. Combinedwith a simple on-chip impedance matching network, we are able
to reduce the insertion loss by a factor of two.
The samples are mountedin an optical cryostat and
experiments were performed between
5K and 120K.
The interdigital transducer frequency here is 890MHz
and the optical signals are provided aby
780nm pulsed
laserdiode.The
PL response of thesample was
analyzed with a spectrometer and
a liquid-nitrogencooled CCD camera.
111. THEPHOTON-CONVEYOR-BELT

InFig.
1 thedirect PL response of sampleB is
shown under the influence
of a SAW. Thedifferent
PL tracesaretakenat
T=5K fordifferentacoustic
powerlevels P,. Clearlythe PL stronglydecreases
with inceasing SAW amplitude until it is completely
quenched. The quenching of the direct PL can be explained by field-ionization of the photogenerated excitons and subsequent separation of electrons and holes
within the travelling potential superlattice
like indi-
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catedintheinsetinFig.
1. Because of thedrasticreductionofthewavefunctionoverlapp
of electrons and holes the radiative recombination is almost
completelysuppressed.Photogeneratedcarriers
in
quantum well structuresusuallyhavealifetime
below Ins. By separation of electrons and holes within
the SAWS piezoelectric fields, however, the lifetime is
easely increased by several orders of magnitude. The
carriers are captured within the moving superlattice,
stored and transported across the sample until some
mechanismisappliedtoreleaseelectronsandholes
again. For intermediate acoustic powers of about 1020dBm typical vertical and lateral fields are of the order lo3- 104V/cm. Even higher fields can be achieved
on hybrid-systems, e.g. epitaxial-liftoff structures on
LiNbOs 151. To release the stored carriers, the lateral
electric fields are deliberately screened by a semitransparent metallization at the end of the
SAWs path.
There electrons and holes will drift freely, quickly find
each other and recombine in a flash of light.
for sample
Fig. 2 summarizesthewholeprocess
A. At time t = 0 a SAW pulse is launched from the
left transducer. As the pulse passes beneath the op-

tical input port a light pulse charges the
wave with
electrons and holes. These carriers are then “surfing”
separated and safely stored towards the optical output
port where the SAWs potential modulationis screened
by the thin metal film. The liberated electrons and
holes are translated back into a light signal. Thus the
initial light pulse is stored, delayed and transported
for a rather long time as compared to the other time
scales involved like the speed of light and the usual
radiative recombination timeof photogenerated carriers. During the runtime of the SAW additional signal
processingmaybeappliedtothelightpulserepresented by travelling electron-hole pairs. For example,
the output light frequency can be shifted
by additional
vertical fields at the output port zout,by scaling the
well-width along the sample or by modifying the optical properties of the semiconductor by a lateral stressor structure at the samples surface.

Iv. A

OPTICALFREQUENCY

COMPARATOR

There are alternative ways for releasing the stored
carriersandreassemblingtheinitiallightpulse.
A
very versatile method is to launch a second SAW pulse
from the second transducer IDTZ. The two pulses interfere and form a standing wave pattern if their frequencies andamplitudesarethesame.Withinthe
oscillating standing wave pattern electrons and holes
periodically exchange their position because every POtential maximum becomes a potential minimum after
half a period and vice versa. As electrons and holes
have to cross each others paths in this standing but
oscillating potential superlattice, there will be an oscillating overlap of their wavefunctions inducing radiative recombination, Making use of this mechanism,
the stored light pulse may be recalled from the sample by applying a second SAW of same frequency and
amplitude. The position
of the optical output port
zOTL1
is then adjusted by the temporal delay between
the two pulses.
For the trace in Fig. 3 a), the amplitude of the first
SAW pulse on sample A is adjusted to a point where
the PL is quenched by about 50%. The horizontal axis
shows the power level of a second counterpropagating
SAW pulse. Obviously, the PL intensity is strongly increased when the amplitude of both waves is matched
and a stable standing wave pattern
is formed. Ifwe
rise the second SAWs amplitude further, the second
pulse takes over the “surfing” carriers and again there
will be complete quenching of the PL. Even more interesting is to use two SAWs of same amplitude but
slightlydifferingfrequency.Astablestandingwave
patterncanonlybeestablished
if bothfrequencies
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Fig. 3. Direct PL intensity (sample A ) s t cross-center for two
counterpropagatingSAWs with acoustic powers P, and Pz.
a) P2 sweep for constant amplitude P,. For matched amplitudes the direct PL-intensity is significantly increased.
b) Same acoustic powem PI = P2 but slightly detuned frequencies. The PL shows a steep rise when frequencies are
matched to an accuracy of 100Hz.

are exactly the same, otherwise the resulting potential
pattern will always be moving though
at extremely
low velocity.Fig.
3 b)showstherespectiveexperiment. Astonishingly the frequency criterium has to
be matched to an accuracy of Af/f M lo-’.

V . SPECIAL
ISSUES FOR

MULTILAYERED
STRUCTURES

Whenconsideringrealisticdevicestructures
it is
importanttoinvestigatetheinteraction
of a SAW
withmultilayeredsemiconductorstructures
as used
for many optoelectronic applications (lasers, switches,
modulators etc.). Here, we have to deal with systems
of stacked quantum wells, quantum wells embedded
in waveguide structures etc. These structures are extending far into the bulk and therefore the interaction
with the piezoelectic fields of a SAW will get weaker.
As a rule of thumb, the fields of a SAW are exponentially decaying into the bulk with a typical decay
length of Xsaw ( M 3pm in our experiments).
In layered structures the dynamic screening of the
SAW fields by the field-generated free carriers might
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signal during its electron-hole metamorphosis. Modern fiber-optics data networks are still lacking a simple and efficient technology which would allow
to directly
route
incoming
light
signals
into
a
set
of
dif*.
ferent output fiber channels without having to pipe
themthroughtheusual
photodetector/electroniccircuitry/diode-laserassembly. We proposetheapplication of a SAW-delay line structure as an optical
,
router.The hasic layout for such a device is already
givenintheinset
of Fig. 1 . Realizedinthissimple structure is an optical input and two optical output ports (metallizations M1 6L M2). The switching
a .
E
e . .
between port M1 and
M2 is done by a second SAW
0.00 1
0.0
5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
signal launched from IDT3 which takes over the carriSAW power [darn]
em. Many of such new devices and applications might
be
thought of, once the crucial technological questions
Fig. 4 . Direct PL on sample B VS. acoustic power PI for differare solved. One of these questions concernes theeffecent input h e r intensities. For increasing laser intensities
the screening by photocarriers becomes a dominant effect.
tiviness of room-temperature PL which of course is vital to the operationof our devices. It seems that PL in
general is not weaker at room temperature than at low
play a dominant role. As can already he observed for
temperatures for impurity-free samples, where nona single InGaAs surface quantumwell the photogenerated, captured and separated electrons and holes build radiative decay processes are sufficiently suppressed.
PL at 300K is of course spectrally broadened because
up an electic field opposite to the SAW-induced piezoof thermal broadening and interaction with phonons.
fieldsandthereforescreenthem.Thus,
the SAWS
The principal technical issues however are comparable
capacity for trausport will saturatewithincreasing
to the questions arising in the design of LED struccarrier density. Obviously, this limit is more likely to
tures which is a well developed field. Thus the develbe reached when quantum wells are stacked and the
opment
of optoelectronic devices, based on the interresulting screening.of the SAW-fields adds up. Experaction
of
optically generated carriers with SAW might
iments on multi-wellstructuresandstructureswith
advance
just
fast enough to fill in some of the missing
built-in optical wave guides clearly stress t,he imporlinks
in
optical
signal processing.
tance of the mentioned points.
Fig.4shows
a PL-quenchingexperimentonthe
InGaAs multi-well structure (sample B) for different
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VI.

FUTUREPROSPECTS

We presented the basic mechanism of storing light
in the form of electronandholepairs,thebipolar
carrier transport within the moving potential superlattice of a SAW and finally the reassambly
of the
init,iallightpulse.Thetranslation
of photonsinto
long lived electron-hole pairs may serve
as a general
multi-purpose optical delay mechanism where additional signal processing can be performed to the light
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